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Home automation middleware
To support aging-in-place

Subject
Home automation systems are important in providing support for aging-in-place. The middleware of home automation, or ICT infrastructure, facilitates the applications and forms the backbone of the system (Figure 1).

Methodology
With the use of life scenarios that are based on health profiles, criteria for middleware are defined and used as a starting point for the development of a new middleware concept based on existing technologies (Figure 3).

Figure 1 User in relation to home automation applications and middleware

However, today's middleware technology is not able to support all needs within a single system, since needs among older people vary considerably (Figure 2). Most research projects develop their own focused middleware, although a single universal system is desired to support aging-in-place.

Figure 2 Mismatch between the broad range of user needs and current middleware technology

Goal
Elucidating basic user-needs in order to develop a universal middleware for home automation supporting aging-in-place

Expected results
• User needs supportive criteria for universal middleware
• A design concept for a universal middleware
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Subject
This research project investigates the concept of Ambient Assistive Living in relation to the state of the art of ICT for buildings, especially dwellings. The project combines knowledge about user needs in aging societies and new evolving technologies from the ICT domain applied to houses.

This project focuses on the ICT infrastructure of home automation. This is the technology that connects the components of the system (also called middleware). Since ICT infrastructure is a technical subject that has no direct relation with the end-user, user needs are rarely incorporated in the design of the technology. This causes mismatches between user needs and home automation performances.

Goals
The goal of this PhD project is to match user needs and performances of the ICT infrastructure in home automation systems that support aging-in-place

Research Question
Do current ICT infrastructure concepts match the end-user needs, and on what criteria can this be determined?

Strategy
User needs regarding home automation are retrieved from literature and verified by experts. Based on collected user needs, criteria are defined that ICT infrastructures should meet in order to match user needs. Current ICT infrastructures concepts are to be assessed based on the found criteria.

A new ICT infrastructures concept is made by improving the best assessed concept. Only existing technologies are used in the new concept, such as software agents, peer-to-peer and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).

The new concept is validated by implementing it in both a virtual simulation environment, as well as in a laboratory setting. The simulation environment is to be validated by the laboratory setting. Test results show whether the ICT infrastructure is meeting the determined criteria and would match user needs.

Expected Results
Criteria for home automation ICT infrastructures which meet user needs are an expected result from this project. Furthermore, a new ICT infrastructure concept meeting these criteria is proposed and validated.
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